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Abstract

Using analytical transmission electron microscopy techniques, nanocrystals embedded in 4H–SiC are studied which

formed after high dose samarium (Sm), cobalt (Co), and Sm-and-Co-ion implantations and annealing. SmSi2, Sm5C2,

Co2Si and SmCo-rich nanocrystals have been identified in terms of their crystallography, shape, strain, size, and

orientation relationship to the matrix. It is shown, moreover, that cluster creations of foreign atoms (nanocrystals) and

of vacancies (voids) are connected and their sizes increase with implantation dose. Carbon onions surrounding the

nanocrystals have been found and this carbon excess has been interpreted as a consequence of preferred formation of

foreign atom-silicide nanocrystals. For the case of Co implanted 4H–SiC, Lorentz microscopy has been applied

revealing both non-magnetic and single-domain ferromagnetic nanocrystals.
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1. Introduction

SiC, a wide band gap semiconductor with
outstanding electronic, optical, and mechanical
properties (e.g. [1]), is also promising for applica-
tions in nanotechnology. There is considerable
interest in the creation of ferromagnetic nanocrystals
d.
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embedded in SiC enabling the development of new
devices for data information storage and high
sensitive magnetic sensors [2,3]. Nanocrystals of
the rare earth element Sm may be promising
candidates because of its high magnetic suscept-
ibility and magnetic anisotropy [4,5]. Even better
hard-magnetic properties may be expected if the
nanocrystals are created from alloys of Sm-and-Co
[6]. But not only pure Sm-and-Co alloys promise
magnetic properties: there are experimental studies
on magnetic properties of bulk metal-carbides
synthesized from graphite and rare earth elements
like Sm [7]. However, properties of materials can be
modified significantly if they are manipulated at the
nanometer scale [8] and nanocrystals may differ
from their bulk in terms of magnetic anisotropy,
magneto-resistance, Curie-temperatures, and sus-
ceptibility [6,9]. Therefore careful characterization
on the nanometer scale is required. Theoretical
studies propose ferromagnetism for transitional
metal-doped SiC [10,11] with impurity concentra-
tions above 3%. The integral magnetic properties of
Fe-, Ni-, and Mn-implanted SiC were experimen-
tally investigated [12] showing ferromagnetism after
a maximum impurity concentration of 5% (dose
5� 1016 cm�2). However, corresponding transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM)-studies did not
reveal precipitates. Magnetic and electric properties
of nanostructures can be studied by electron
holography on Lorentz-microscopes after subse-
quent reconstruction of the phase images, which
contain the electrical and magnetic information [13].
To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports
about magnetic nanocrystals in SiC.

There is a wide range of theoretical studies
[14–18] about the growth and formation mechan-
ism of defect accumulations (foreign and host
atoms, vacancies, interstitial loops, etc.) due to ion
implantation in SiC. They suggest that number
and sizes of the defect clusters are a function of the
implantation dose.

Recently, nanocrystal formation in SiC after
high dose ion implantation (Al+, Si+, Ge+, and
Er+) and annealing has been intensively studied
[19–25] with the result that now it is confirmed that
the nanocrystals start to grow at extended defects
as wide interstitial loops [23,25]. Except the case of
Al ion implantation, nanocrystals have not been
formed of the pure foreign atom material but of
the foreign atom silicide (GeSi, ErSi2). The
question about the location of the excess Carbon
(as Si from the SiC matrix was used to form the
nanocrystal) remained unsolved. Voids after high
dose ion implantation and annealing have been
observed [26], however, their creation mechanism
and relation to precipitate formation was not
discussed so far.

In this work we report about the formation and
characterization of nanocrystals formed in
4H–SiC after Sm, Co or Sm-and-Co-ion implanta-
tion and subsequent annealing.
2. Experimental

The ion energies of Co-, Sm-, and Co/Sm-ions
where chosen such that after implantation always
the maximum concentration of foreign atoms
occurs in a depth of about 100 nm inside the
SiC-matrix using TRIM calculations [27]. To
avoid channelling the 4H–SiC was tilted by 61 to
81 away from the exact crystallographic direction.
1017 cm�2 200 keV Co+ ions, 1016 cm�2 400 keV
Sm+ ions respectively, 2� 1015 cm�2 400 keV Sm
ions and 8� 1015 cm�2 200 keV Co ions have been
implanted into 4H–SiC. All ion-implantation
experiments were carried out at high temperatures
(700 1C) followed by rapid thermal annealing for
120 s at 1600 1C under a protective gas atmosphere
at 200mbar. (For more details to the implantation
procedures see [28].)

Thin TEM foils were prepared for investigation
in cross-sectional and plane-view geometries using
standard techniques including mechanical polish-
ing and low-angle argon thinning [29].

TEM was carried out using a JEOL JEM-3010
microscope operating at 300 kV, equipped with a
LaB6 cathode applying high-resolution (HR) and
high angle centred dark-field (HACDF) [30]
imaging, and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX). A FEI Tecnai F30 microscope operating
at 300 kV equipped with a field emission gun was
used to apply high resolution EELS and EDX-
spectroscopy together with high angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) imaging. Electron hologra-
phy was carried out using a Philips CM200 FEG
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microscope operating at 200 kV equipped with a
field emission gun, a Möllenstedt biprism and a
Lorentz-lens operating in Lorentz-mode (objective
lens switched off, Lorentz-lens active). Phase
reconstruction of holograms has been carried out
with the HoloWorks Package for Gatan Digital
Micrograph [31].

The lattice parameters of the nanocrystals
have been measured with the reciprocal space
method [32–34] using the 0004-SiC-reflection
(d ¼ 0.2521 nm) as calibration standard. The
1-100-SiC reflection has been measured to check
if the matrix is strained around the nanocrystal (see
details in Ref. [35]). The result is visualized in a
two-dimensional lattice bending plot. The accuracy
of lattice parameter determination of nanocrystal
reflections reaches up to Dd/d ¼ 0.005 [35].

HRTEM images have been calculated using the
multislice programme Musli [36] enabling the
simulation of very large supercells. Nanocrystal
models of different crystal structure, size,
and shape have been embedded into a 4H–SiC
matrix (approximately 7 nm� 7 nm� 7 nm,
35 000 atoms). This was done by preparing a
[1 0 0]-oriented starting model and then tilting
and cutting to the desired orientation and shape
of the nanocrystal and finally placing it into the
matrix while removing the atoms of the matrix (see
details in Ref. [37]). The image calculation para-
meter were: defocus �64 nm, aperture radius
6 nm�1, focus spread 5.0 nm, convergence angle
0.5 mrad, vibrations 0.1 nm.

Measurements of the integral magnetic aniso-
tropy were carried out using a torque magnet-
ometer at room temperature. The pure 4H–SiC
crystal was measured to eliminate diamagnetic
matrix effects.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Samarium-implantation

Cross-sectional TEM investigations showed that
after Sm (dose 1016 cm�2) implantation and
annealing at 1600 1C, as after Er and Ge ion
implantation (see e.g.Ref. [25]), nanocrystals have
been formed within 4H–SiC. A collection of
HRTEM images of typical different nanocrystals
together with their corresponding diffractograms
is shown in Fig. 1. The evaluation of the
nanocrystals lattice parameters showed that in
general samarium–silicide SmSi2 (space group I41/
amd) has been formed however a few nano-
crystals could be identified as the samarium–
carbide Sm5C2 (space group Fm-3m). It was
found that the SmSi2 nanocrystals are unstrained
within an unstrained matrix (analogue to the
ErSi2 nanocrystals in 4H–SiC [25]) as is vis-
ualized in Fig. 1d–e by the lattice bending maps.
(For the calculation of the maps the 1–100-
reflection of 4H–SiC has been used (see 2.
Experimental). It was found moreover that the
SmSi2 nanocrystals appear in two different or-
ientation relationships (type 1a and b) to the
4H–SiC matrix.
�
 Type 1a: 020SmSi2//0004SiC and 004SmSi2//
1–100SiC; and 100SmSi2//11–20SiC (Fig. 1a,g).
�
 Type 1b: 112SmSi2//0004SiC and 100SmSi2//
11–20SiC (Fig. 1b,h).
�
 Type 2: 110Sm5C2 // 11–20SiC (Fig. 1c,i).

Nanocrystals of type 1a (SmSi2) show the same
hill-like shape and orientation as previously
characterized ErSi2-nanocrystals (see Ref. [25]).
In contrast, type 1b nanocrystals, appear facetted
always. In analogy to the formation of facets
studied for the case of GeSi nanocrystals by
molecular dynamics (MD) (see Refs. [24,37]), we
conclude that the appearance of the facets of type
1b nanocrystals is connected to the force of the
nanocrystal-matrix system to minimize the inter-
face energy between nanocrystal and matrix (the
verification of this statement is not possible up to
now since there is no valid MD-potential for the
system Sm–Si–C).

Nanocrystals of type 2 (Sm5C2) are spherical
shaped and are found to be tilted at different
angles around the h1 1 0i zone axis. The latter
property may be connected (in analogy to our
earlier MD studies [24]) to the small size and
round shape. It can be seen from the lattice
bending map (Fig. 1f) that the matrix is strained
while the nanocrystal itself was found to be
unstrained.
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Fig. 1. Three typical types of nanocrystals created in 4H–SiC after Sm-ion implantation and annealing viewed along the [11–20]-

4H–SiC direction; experimental HRTEM images (a–c) corresponding lattice banding maps (d–f), diffractograms (g–i) and

corresponding calculations: HRTEM images (j–l) and diffraction patterns (m–o) for [1 0 0]-SmSi2-nanocrystal (a,d,g,j,m), [1 1 0]-

SmSi2-nanocrystal (b,e,h,k,n) and [1 1 0]-Sm5Co2-nanocrystal (c,f,i,l,o). Reflections of the nanocrystals are encircled, reflections of the

4H–SiC matrix are boxed.

J. Biskupek et al. / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 293 (2005) 924–937 927
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Pure crystalline Sm nanocrystals (space group
R-3m) could not be identified yet. It should be
noted that in thin specimen areas the nanocrystals
were always found to be surrounded by a thin
layer of amorphous material.

The last two rows of Fig. 1 show calculated
HRTEM images of corresponding matrix-nanocrys-
tal models. When comparing the experimental and
calculated images (Fig. 1a–c, g–o) it is seen that the
main HRTEM image details could be reproduced.

3.2. Cobalt implantation

As in the Sm-case, nanocrystals have been
formed after Co (dose 1017 cm�2) ion implantation
into 4H–SiC and subsequent annealing. Figs. 2a,c
and 3a, respectively 3b show the embedded
nanocrystal in cross-sectional respectively plane-
view. Small Co2Si nanocrystals were found to
grow in a row near the specimen surface in two
different orientation relationships to the 4H–SiC
matrix, which were different from the Sm-case:
�

Fig

4H

(e,

Re
Type 1: 101NC//11–20SiC and 020NC//0004SiC
(Fig 2a, d).
. 2. HRTEM images of Co2Si-nanocrystals in 4H–SiC created a

–SiC; experimental images (a, c) and the corresponding diffractogra

the asymmetries of intensities are caused by inaccuracies during

flections of nanocrystals are encircled, reflections of 4H–SiC are b
�
 Type 2: 100NC//11–20SiC and 020NC//0004SiC
(Fig 2c, f).

The HRTEM image calculation of the relevant
embedded Co2Si nanocrystal and the correspond-
ing diffractograms (Fig. 2b and e) show that main
HRTEM image details are well reproduced,
confirming the existence of Co2Si (space group
Pnma) nanocrystals.

However, not only small (4–8 nm) nanocrystals
near the surface have been formed but also
significantly larger ones (reaching 40 nm) (see
Fig. 3a and 9c) in the depth of maximal Co
content. Selected area electron diffraction on some
of these large nanocrystals showed reflections,
which may fit to pure Co; however this result was
not verified by HRTEM-experiments, due to a too
complex lattice plane structure of the images (e.g.
Fig. 9c).

The wider range of nanocrystal sizes, compared
to the case of Sm-ion implantation, can be
addressed to the higher (factor of 10) implantation
dose. This is in agreement with theoretical predic-
tions about the growth of clusters as a function of
dose [18]. Small Co2Si and SmSi2 nanocrystals,
fter Co-ion implantation and annealing viewed along [11–20]

ms (d, f); calculated image (b) and calculated diffraction pattern

the tilting and embedding processes (see 2. Experimental)).

oxed.
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Fig. 3. Co2Si-nanocrystals in 4H–SiC surrounded by onion-like

carbon in cross-sectional view projected along [11–20] 4H–SiC

(a) and in plane-view projected along [0 0 0 1] 4H–SiC; the insert

magnifies the inner part of the onion, showing the nanocrystal

(b). The distance between the single shells is 0.34 nm, which

corresponds well to the interplanar distance of graphite.

Fig. 4. Scheme how the electron phase of the beam can be

affected by different electric and magnetic objects which are

either free standing or embedded within a crystal. Electron

phase modulation by an electric sphere (a), electric sphere on

top of a foil (b), and embedded in a foil (c), separated by holes.

(d) shows a sphere homogeneously magnetized perpendicularly

to drawing plane without (solid line) and with electric potential

(broken line).
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observed in thin specimen areas (as e.g. seen in
Figs. 2c, 1a,c and 3a,b) were also found to be
surrounded by amorphous materials. Such obser-
vation has been made not only for Co2Si and
SmSi2 but also in our previous work for the case of
GeSi and ErSi2 nanocrystals [24], however, larger
once were often found to be surrounded by onion-
like carbon (see Fig. 3ab) with a mean distance
between the shells of 0.3470.03 nm. The excess of
graphite in form of carbon onions in SiC were
previously found on laser annealed SiC [38]. The
higher mobility of the Si-compared to C-atoms at
the high temperature during the laser annealing
(estimated 4000K on top of the surface) was
interpreted as the reason for an out-diffusion of Si
and the formation of higher local carbon concen-
trations. Here the carbon excess in the matrix
occurs due to the silicide formation of the
nanocrystals. At implantation doses near or below
1016 cm�2, the carbon concentration is not high
enough to create onion-like carbon. In analogy to
the simple thermal treatment of carbon soot [39],
the phase transformation from amorphous carbon
to graphite shells observed here may appear after a
critical level of carbon concentration is reached.

3.2.1. Magnetization measurement by means of

electron holography

An electron wave running through an object
containing an electric potential V and a magnetic
field ~B suffers a phase shift

j ¼ 2p
e

h
ðVproj=v þ FÞ; (1)

with respect to vacuum. e and h are electron
charge and Planck’s constant, respectively.

Vproj ¼

Z

object

ðV ðx; y; zÞdz (2)

is the ‘‘projected potential’’ integrated along a
trajectory across the object in ðx; yÞ; and v is the
electron velocity.

F ¼

I
~Bðx; y; zÞd~A; (3)

means the magnetic flux enclosed in the area ~A
between the trajectory through ðx; yÞ and a
reference trajectory far away. Examples of spheres
with electric potential and magnetized spheres are
shown in Fig. 4.

The resulting phase modulation can be evalu-
ated quantitatively by electron holography: the
phase-modulated ‘‘object exit wave’’ is super-
imposed with an unmodulated reference wave by
means of the Möllenstedt electron biprism, giving
rise to an interference pattern (‘‘hologram’’)
(Fig. 5). From the hologram both amplitude and
phase distribution can be reconstructed by means
of numerical image processing for evaluation of
electric and magnetic structures in the object; for
an overview see Ref. [13]. For our purpose, phase
distributions expected for spherical particles are
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presented in Fig. 6. Therefore, in the phase image
of magnetized particles, typical structures show up
in addition to the electric ones, which reveal the
presence of magnetization. A typical phase image
is shown in Fig. 7 . For determination of the ~B-
field in a sphere, the measured phase shift has to be
multiplied by p=2 (see Fig. 8).
Fig. 5. Scheme for producing an electron hologram. The object

wave modulated by the object structure (right) interferes with

the plane reference wave (left) to form a hologram.

Fig. 6. Simulated phase distributions inside and outside spherical par

shows an electric dipole, e.g. given by a sphere close to a hole; this co

However, in contrast to (c), (b) reveals the typical stray-field reaching f

sphere.
To investigate the magnetization in a TEM, the
environment of the object has to be free from the
strong magnetic lens fields, consequently, the
objective lens has to be switched off and the so-
called Lorentz-lens has to be used instead.
Holograms of the Co-particles were taken in this
‘‘Lorentz-mode’’. The reconstructed phase images
reveal magnetic dipoles in nanocrystals created in
a sample depth of about 80–100 nm (Fig. 9a). The
fields of the magnetic dipoles are randomly
oriented, and the typical asymmetric behaviour
of the phase of the magnetic dipoles is shown in
Fig. 9d, eg. at the nanocrystal marked 2. That the
magnetic domains are really caused by nanocrys-
tals can be seen in the standard bright-field image
of the same sample area (Fig. 9b) and by
HRTEM-images of selected regions (Fig. 9c).

In Table 1 the strengths of the magnetic fields B

caused by the nanocrystals are shown in Fig. 9.
The values have been determined by measuring
the phase change of the dipoles by using Eqs. (1)
and (2).

The strengths of the magnetic field listed in
Table 1 ranges between 2 and 4T. (This order of
magnitude shows up for all 20 measured dipoles.)
3.3. Co- and Sm-ion implantation

As in the previous two cases, we found that
nanocrystals have been formed also after Co/Sm-
ion implantation into 4H–SiC and subsequent
annealing as can be seen in the tilted bright-field
image (obtained in a very thin specimen region) in
ticles with (a) electric potential and (b) inner magnetic field, (c)

uld mimic a magnetized sphere hence lead to misinterpretation.

ar out from the particle, which is characteristic for a magnetized
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Fig. 7. Simulated phase distribution around a homogeneously

magnetized sphere as reconstructed from a hologram. Top:

sphere of 30 nm radius with indicated inner magnetic-field of

1T. Middle: phase distribution with contours. Bottom: linescan

of phase along broken line.

Fig. 8. Evaluation of the inner-field of the sphere from phase

distribution. A spherical, single-domain particle is always

surrounded by a stray field, which, in the cross-section drawn

through the particle center, points in the direction opposite to

the inner-field of the particle. Therefore, the magnetic flux

enclosed in the grey-shaded area, determining the phase shift,

consists of the inner field minus the enclosed stray field. In

effect, the stray field reduces the measured phase shift, which

would result from the inner-field alone, by a factor of

2=p:Therefore, to obtain the inner-field of the particle from

the extrema of the measured phase distribution, one has to

multiply these values by a factor p=2:

J. Biskupek et al. / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 293 (2005) 924–937 931
Fig. 10a, where the nanocrystals show up dark due
to different absorption contrast.
The EDX signals of Sm-and-Co (Fig. 10b)
obtained along the arrow marked in Fig. 10a
show that both elements have their maximas at
about 100 nm, however it can be seen in addition
that the distribution of Co is much broader (with
TRIM calculated width is 60 nm for 200 keV Co-
ions). This leads to a relatively high Co concentra-
tion near the surface, but practically no presence
of Sm. This is consistent with the fact that the
nanocrystals (many of them are half filled voids
near the surface are identified from HRTEM
images as Co2Si (see Fig. 11a)). These nanocrystals
appear in the orientation- relationship type 1 as
also observed for the case of single Co-ion
implantation described in Chapter 3.2 (see
Fig. 2a). The nanocrystals observed further away
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Fig. 9. (a) Reconstructed phase image of Co-ion implanted 4H–SiC. Nanocrystals marked 1–4 show magnetic, those marked 5 electric

active behaviour (see (e) compare with Fig. 7). (b) Bright field images showing the same sample area as in (a). (c) HRTEM image of the

nanocrystal marked 2. (d) Plot of the phase of the electron wave along region marked 2. The distance of 13 nm between minimum and

maximum of phase fits exactly to the diameter of the round shaped nanocrystal 2. (e) Magnified and amplified phase images of the

magnetic dipoles marked 1–4 and the monopoles marked 5 in (a), the dotted line in 2 marks the trace of the plot of the dipole shown in

(d).

Table 1

Phase change and strength of the magnetic field of the dipoles

marked 1–4 in Fig. 9a

Nanocrystal Dj in radiant B in tesla

1 2.0 4.0

2 1.5 2.0

3 3.2 3.8

4 1.4 3.3

J. Biskupek et al. / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 293 (2005) 924–937932
the surface of the sample always shows a more
complex crystal structure (Fig. 11b), which could
not be identified so far.

The chemical compositions of the nanocrystals in
the surface-near region and in the surface-far region
(depth about 100nm, Fig. 11b) have been investi-
gated using EDX- and EELS-STEM-mapping
(1.3 nm size of raster, see Fig. 12). The measure-
ments showed that the partly filled voids near the
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Fig. 10. (a) Bright field image of Sm/Co-ion implanted 4H–SiC.

The area selected for EDX-linescan analysis is visualized by the

arrow. (b) Element distribution of Co and Sm with maxima at a

depth of around 100 nm showing a much broader profile for the

case of Co.

Fig. 11. [11–20] HRTEM images of nanocrystals formed in

4H–SiC after Co/Sm-ion implantation and corresponding

diffractograms. (a, c) CoSi2-nanocrystal formed in the sur-

face-near region. (b, d) Nanocrystal of more complex structure

formed in the surface-far region. Indexed reflections of

nanocrystals are encircled, reflections of 4H–SiC are boxed.

J. Biskupek et al. / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 293 (2005) 924–937 933
surfaces contain Co but not Sm, which agrees well
with the averaged element distribution obtained by
EDX-linescans (see Fig. 10b) and HRTEM identi-
fication of Co2Si. The surface-far nanocrystals
differ (as in the case of Co-ion implantation) from
those appearing surface-near. Here they always
contain both implanted elements together. Within
the detection limit, no Co and Sm were detected in
the 4H–SiC matrix. This gives the additional
information that most of the implanted atoms are
clustered. The Si-signal from the nanocrystals is
clearly lower than from the matrix. Therefore the
nanocrystals must have a silicon content much
lower than 50%, the Si content in SiC (Fig. 12e).
Electron holography on the Co/Sm-ion im-
planted samples showed no conclusive results so
far, which is understandable as the mean size of
the nanocrystals corresponds to the resolution
limit of Lorentz lens microscopy (about 8 nm).
Integral measurements on the Co/Sm-ion im-
planted samples suggested either a very low
magnetization or randomly orientated magnetic
domains.

3.4. Comparison

When comparing the HRTEM, Z-Contrast
(HACDF) and HAADF-EDX/EELS-STEM re-
sults of the three implantations into 4H–SiC (Sm,
Co and Sm-and-Co), the effect of the different
kinds of implanted ions and of the different doses
on the size, shape (see Fig. 13), structure, orienta-
tion relationship, strain and composition has been
evaluated. A total implantation dose of 1016 cm�2

(for the case of Sm-and-Co/Sm-ion implantations)
creates nanocrystals with mean sizes of 6–8 nm, the
mean size of the empty voids are about half of the
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Fig. 12. HAADF-STEM images (a, b) and EDX-STEM maps of nanocrystals created after Co and Sm-ion implantation in 4H–SiC

and annealing. (a) overview HAADF-image showing the region (marked) for the EDX-STEM analysis. (b) HAADF-STEM image, (c)

Co, (d) Sm and (e) Si-EDX maps (the selected area was scanned with 1.3 nm wide raster). The nanocrystals always show an increase of

the Co and the Sm-signal, while the Si-signal in the nanocrystals is clearly lower than in the matrix.

Fig. 13. HACDF-Contrast images (HACDF) of nanocrystals in 4H–SiC formed after (a) Sm (b) Sm/Co (c) Co- ion implantations

showing voids and nanocrystals and half-filled voids suggesting that voids are formed everywhere and act as preferred host for

nanocrystals. The nanocrystals grow during annealing until every free material is used, leaving empty and half-filled voids. Coalescence

of voids and nanocluster leads to bigger objects as seen in (c) where much more ions have been implanted. The dashed line indicates the

surface.

J. Biskupek et al. / Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 293 (2005) 924–937934
mean nanocrystal sizes (2–4 nm) (see Fig. 14). In
general, an implantation at 10 times higher dose
(1017 cm�2 Co-ions) should create nanocrystals
with two times higher mean sizes (8 times higher
volume) if always the same percentage of foreign
atoms is clustering. (This was, in fact, experimen-
tally observed comparing the nanocrystal sizes for
doses of 1015 and 1016 cm�2, where the nanocrystal
mean sizes was 4 and 8 nm, respectively.) Here
however the nanocrystals were much larger, up to
40 nm (see Fig. 13c) as at the dose of 1017 cm�2,
nanocrystals (and voids) coalesce. It seems to be
reasonable that during the annealing process it is
energetically preferred that the vacancies, matrix
atoms and foreign atoms, distributed randomly
just after implantation, cluster to voids and
nanocrystals, respectively [16,18]. We suggest that
the space for the nanocrystal growth in the
semiconductor matrix SiC is created when vacan-
cies begin to cluster, therefore these two processes
can be linked to each other. The voids are filled,
half filled, or empty depending only on the amount
of foreign atoms available in the sample depth.
Depending on the creation enthalpy, a compound
of matrix, and foreign atoms may crystallize as is
the case for metal silicides discussed here. The
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resulting excess carbon was found to segregate
around the nanocrystals, either as amorphous
material or in the form of onion-like carbon,
depending on the implantation dose. As the
surface is a strong sink for vacancies [40,41] no
voids are found on the surface far tail of the
Gaussian distribution of foreign atom in the SiC
matrix (see the half-filled and empty voids, which
appear only near the surface (Figs. 5a and 8)). In
the case of the high-dose Co-ion implanted SiC,
nanocrystals appear close to the surface due to the
large width (60 nm) of the Co-distribution and the
high amount of atoms (10% in 100 nm depth).

The Sm-ion implantation creates preferentially
nanocrystals of hill-like shapes, which are oriented
parallel to the 4H–SiC matrix (type 1a, Fig. 1a).
Hill-like shaped nanocrystals in this orientation
were observed earlier when ErSi2 nanocrystals
created after Er implantation into SiC [25]. There
it was shown that the nanocrystals flip in response
to the SiC-polarity, visualizing clearly that the
matrix determines the nanocrystal orientation.
Therefore it can be assumed that the SmSi2
nanocrystals of type 1a form well defined bonds
between Sm and the SiC matrix, as was explained
for the case of ErSi2, resulting in nanocrystals and
matrix, which are unstrained (see Fig. 1d). No hill-
like shaped but generally facetted and differently
oriented nanocrystals which tend to strain the
matrix where found after Co and Co/Sm implan-
tation in the depth of maximal foreign atom
content. Here the nanocrystals (and not the
matrix) dictate the shapes and therefore their
orientations (to the connection of shape and
orientation relationship see Ref. [24]).

Nanocrystals composed of foreign atoms and Si
(silicides) have been formed preferentially. For the
case of Sm-ion implantation a few carbide-
nanocrystals where found in addition; for the
high dose Co-ion implantation a few pure
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metal-nanocrystals could be observed. In the
region of maximal foreign atom concentration,
nanocrystals of more complex structure appear,
containing more Co and less (or no) Si (Co-ion
implantation) and both kinds of implanted atoms
and Si (Co/Sm-ion implantation). No SmSi2 and
Co2Si were identified in this depth. It should be
mentioned that the formation kinetics of a
particular nanocrystal is a rather complex function
of the formation enthalpies and defects arrange-
ments on the atomic scale and therefore a spread
of possibilities in the nanocrystal structure and
composition is reasonable.

Our first measurements of the magnetic proper-
ties using both integral methods on the bulk
sample (torque magnetometer) and local methods
on the single nanocrystals (Lorentz microscopy)
revealed ferromagnetism for the case of the Co-ion
implantation. Single-domain magnetic nanocrys-
tals clearly show up in the sample depth of the
maximum concentration of foreign atoms, surface-
near nanocrystals were found to be non-magnetic
(Co2Si). While the lower dose of the Sm/Co-ion
implantation leads to smaller nanocrystals, mag-
netic domains could not be resolved by Lorentz
microscopy. However, as the integral measure-
ments showed a weak magnetic signal it can be
concluded that this is caused by randomly aligned
magnetic single-domains in analogy to the Co-
case. Studies of higher dose Sm-ion and Sm/Co-
ion implanted samples are currently being
carried out.
4. Conclusion

Preferably foreign atom silicide nanocrystals
instead of pure foreign atom nanocrystals have
been formed inside 4H–SiC after high dose Sm-,
Co- and, Co/Sm-ion implantations and annealing.
That means silicon of the matrix is used for silicon
compound formation and consequently, carbon is
in excess in the matrix. It was shown that excess
carbon forms either onion-like or amorphous
structures around nanocrystals depending on the
implantation doses. As nanocrystals were shown
to grow with the implantation dose, adjustable
nanocrystal sizes within a semiconductor may be a
future possibility, however their coalescence for
the case of very high implantation doses has to be
taken into account. Nanocrystals in the depth of
maximal foreign atom content are of more
complex lattice plane structure (compared to
Co2Si or SmSi2 nanocrystals formed surface-near).
For those it could be revealed using Lorentz
microscopy for the case of Co-implants that they
are ferromagnetic and show a magnetic single-
domain structure. Their magnetic fields are ran-
domly orientated, which seems to be understand-
able as also these nanocrystals did not show
defined orientation relationships with the matrix,
resulting in low signals for the integral measure-
ments. For smaller nanocrystals composed of Sm-
and-Co formed after Sm/Co-ion implantation
ferromagnetic properties could not be revealed
due to the resolution limitation of the Lorentz
lens. The ratio of magnetic to non-magnetic
nanocrystals is low in the SiC matrix as the
stochiometric silicides were shown to be non-
magnetic. Therefore the replacement of SiC by a
semiconductor host matrix, where foreign atom
silicide nanocrystals formation can be excluded, as
diamond or GaN, should be recommended and
will be a matter of our future work.
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